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Take Home Readers…

It is time for another set of Take Home Readers! Each day this week, we will feature a
different take home reader. Our advanced & emergent readers will be focusing on not
only continued development in individual reading skills, but on reading aloud in a group.
Our pre-readers will be using our learned pre-reading skill set which includes; describing
actions seen in the illustrations on each page, identifying the where, or setting of the
pictures, identifying the main characters in each story, and moving their eyes and fingers
from left to right in the proper reading orientation. Our featured stories emphasize both the
high-frequency and sight words we have been learning to recognize, write, spell and read,
such as; this, is, and, his, has, on, in, with, does, have, to, be, it, for, and at.

Each Take Home Reader also features many short vowel words.

My Wet Hen includes;
pet, hen, Ben, Ken, wet

Thin Pig includes;
pig, thin, big, win, did, grin

Cat Man includes;
cat, man, has, tan, fat, mat, can, pan, hat, fat, rat

Hug A Cub includes;
hug, cub, club, rug, mug, bug

Top Hogs includes;
top, hog, jog, chop, log, frog

OMSI…

A special “Thank You” to the parents that volunteered to make the OMSI field trip a
memorable experience for the students! “Thank you so much!”

Looking ahead…

- The 2010 Summer Calendar with our themes of study along with our
special events, activities, and vacation days will be out on April 1st! (It will

also be available on our website). Also, watch for our Summer Student



Schedule sign-up form in order to save your child’s spot on the weeks you
would like them to attend throughout the summer.

- Our yearly Life Cycle study will begin soon! Our focus will include
ants, frogs, plants, and the students’ favorite, butterflies!


